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DATA ANALYSIS AND VISUALIZATION IN MCNP TM

Laurie S. Waters

Los Alamos National Laboratory

I. INTRODUCTION

There are many situations where the user may wish to go beyond current MCNP

capabilities. For example, data produced by the code may need formatting for

input into an external graphics package. Limitations on disk space may hinder

writing out large PTRAK files. Specialized data analysis routines may be needed

to model complex experimental results. One may wish to produce particle histories

in a format not currently available in the code. To address these and other similar

concerns a new capability in MCNP is being tested. A number of real, integer,

logical and character variables describing the current and past characteristics of a

particle are made available online to the user in three subroutines. The type of data

passed can be controlled by cards in the INP file. The subroutines otherwise are

empty, and the user muy code in any desired analysis. A new MCNP executable

is produced by compiling these subroutines and linking to a library which contains

the object files for the rest of the code.

In the past MCNP has never been used this way. The user is given an executable

and is solely concerned with preparing geometry input and requesting available
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• tallies. The actual workings of the code are invisible. By making online analysis

possible the user is able to directly observe the transport process and work in

parallel with the code to perform personalized data analysis. Monte-Carlo particle

transport codes used by the high energy physics community (e.g., GEANT, EGS4,

etc.) rely heavily on online techniques. Specialized tools have been developed to

facilitate this, which MCNP may now take advantage of.

II. DESCRIPTION OF WORK

The three subroutines available to the user are contained in a single file called

USER.F. Subroutine USETUP is called once at the beginning of MCNP, after the

inp file has been read in. UCLOSE is called once at the end of MCNP. UANALYSE

is called every time one of the following events occurs: source generation, particle

taken from the bank, surface crossing, interaction, and particle termination. These

subroutines contain no coding, only several common blocks which make data avail-

able to the user.

In allowing the user access to MCNP data care must be taken to avoid any

corruption of the current variables. Therefore none of the standard MCNP common

blocks is included in the user subroutines. All variables have have been assigned new

names and passed through special commons which are used only for this purpose.

The variables include kinematic quantities such as position, direction, energy and

time, particle id and weight. Characteristics of the current cell or surface are also

passed. Information on reactions includes the MT value and the ZAID number of

the struck nucleus. Total and partial cross section values may also be requsted.

Many of the variables are arrays of size NUSR, which is a variably dimensioned

quantity. Table 1 shows what is contained in each place. Values in the first five

places are always passed, and the user may designate in the INP file how many of

the others will be saved.
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III. APPLICATIONS

Although this capability may be used to design virtually any type of data analysis,

visualization techniques are particularly appropriate. The CERN graphics packages

HBOOK and PAW 1 have been used to form online histograms with this method.

Examples are contained in a recent work done for the ATLAS collaboration at

the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. 2 Graphical representation in one and two

dimensions of items such as source terms, fluence and dose patterns and similar

quantities are easily obtained.
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TABLE I

VARIABLE ARRAY VALUES

I __ " neutron's I1 photons ....e',e + -i

1 " current '" current "current --

2 ,, previous , previous , previous -
3 source source source

4 ba.kea'reaction'b_.ked(r_tio_b_nted(re_¢tio..,,)
5 banked (split)', ' banked (split) banked (split)

,6+i_a surface ero,,ssing surface crossing surface crossing
7+jid inelastic incoherent '"knockon
8+kid elastic .... coherent ...... elastic

9+1_d analog, capture pair Production .......annihilation
lO+mid implicit capture photoelectri c , bre'msstrah!ung -
!,l+nid fi_sion x-ray
12+oid (n,XT) ............. auger -






